From the computational complexity point of view it is found that traditional image enhancement techniques used to require large no. of computations but our idea is that image smoothening can also be used as edge enhancement filters. This way of edge enhancement has specific advantage over the traditional edge enhancement filters especially in enhancing the edges of a noisy image.
INTRODUCTION
The most important image processing step in human picture recognition system consists of edge enhancement process. Edge enhancement has become a serious challenge to the image processing scientists, during the last two decades. Edges are the representations of the discontinuities of image intensity functions. Our idea is that image smoothening techniques can also be used as edge enhancement filters. Paper contains a comprehensive new discussion o using various image smoothening techniques for edge enhancement. These techniques are studied and implemented. The results of these techniques are calculated for various threshold values. This way of edge enhancement has a specific advantage over traditional edge enhancement filters especially in enhancing the edges of a noisy image. In traditional edge enhancement, to detect the edges of a noisy image the image should be smoothened first. Then The traditional edge enhancement filter should be applied. If we use smoothening filters in the edge enhancement, the image will be smoothened any way. So the remaining is a simple operation of subtracting images. So this technique requires far fewer Computations than compared to the traditional edge enhancement techniques. This factor provides the key Motivation for the selection of this technique in edge enhancement. Edges are the basic features of images, Which carry valuable information, useful in the image analysis and object classification. Therefore edge Enhancement has been a topic of fruitful research in recent years. There are various approaches to the problem, based on different philosophies. The following are some of the traditional edge enhancement.
ROLE OF IMAGE SMOOTHENING FILTERS IN EDGE ENHANCEMENT
Here we are going to present a new idea For edge enhancement The image to be detected for edges Should be smoothened by applying any Image smoothening filter. From the Original image, the smoothened image. Image subtraction involves the simple Matrix difference operation of subtracting gray value at same position In both the image matrices. This will result in an image matrix containing both the positive and negative value. All the gray values in the matrix are converted into positive values by adding a value to all the gray values. The value is obtained by finding a magnitude of the minimum value in the difference image matrix. The obtained image matrix should be normalized. For this normalization, we should find the maximum element in that resultant image. That maximum element should be divided in one number i.e., maximum threshold value. Then this value is stored in a constant, each and every value of the resultant image should be divided and truncated to the nearest value. Then this value is stored in a constant. Now by this constant, each and every value of the resultant image should be divided and truncated to the nearest value should be subtracted.
SUMMARY OF SMOOTHING ALGORITHMS
The following table summarizes the various properties of the smoothing algorithms presented above. The filter size is assumed to be bounded by a rectangle of J x K where, without loss of generality, J >= K. The image size is N x N. 
Algorithm Domain Type Support

CONCLUSION
We have concluded the performance of different filters with their computational complexity by giving number of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division required per mask. The computational complexity is not the same for all the operators. Computational complexity for mean filter is less as it involves the summing up of all the elements and division of the resultant value by a fixed number. Where as median filter involves the sorting of the array of 9 elements and mode filter involves the selection of a mostly repeated value. Pyramidal, circular and cone filters will apply the convolution operation. So among all these, median filter is the slowest one. And the mean filter is the fastest one.
